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ABSTRACT. This paper gives an elementary construction of smooth, bounded
pseudoconvex domains which satisfy Condition R but which do not have compact 9-Neumann operator.

0. Introduction.
Several sufficient conditions are known for the <9-Neumann
operator to be compact in the L2 topology of a pseudoconvex domain in Cn (see
[FK] for terminology). A global subelliptic estimate suffices (see, for instance, [FK,
CAÍ]), as does the more general Condition P of Catlin [CA2].
In this note we exhibit a family of domains in which compactness of the Neumann
operator in the Euclidean metric does not hold. Our calculations are notable for
their elementary and explicit nature and for their behavior vis à vis Bell's Condition
R [BE]. These connections will be discussed below.
I would like to thank Harold Boas and Norberto Salinas for useful conversations

about this problem.
1. Definitions
and main results.
If fi Ç C™ is a domain (a connected open
set), we say that fi is Reinhardt if whenever (z%,..., zn) E fi then (el$1zi,...,
el6"zn)

E fi for any real 9i,...,

9n.

We say that fi has a flat boundary neighborhood if the following conditions hold.
(i) fi is contained in a polydisc 3 = D(0, n) x ■• • x D(0,rn).
(ii) There is a point P E 33', P not in the distinguished boundary dD(0, ri) x

■■-x3D(0, r„) of 3, and a neighborhood U C C of P such that UDdQ = UC\33.
To understand

the meaning of "flat boundary

neighborhood,"

take fi Ç C2,

2S = ¿3(0,1) x D(0,1), and P = (l,q) for some fixed q E C with |g| < 1. If fi has
a flat boundary

neighborhood

at P (relative to 3),

Ue = {(zi,z2):

such that Ue CidO = Ue D 82.

|*i -1|

then for e > 0 small there is a

<e,\z2-q\

< e}

If, in addition, fi is Reinhardt, then fi contains

the region (D(0,1) \ ¿5(0,1 - e)) x D(q,e), and dfi contains {eie} x D(q,e). In
particular, if fi is a polydisc with "rounded corners," then fi has a flat boundary
neighborhood.

THEOREM, ¿/fi Ç C™ is a bounded, smooth Reinhardt domain with aflat boundary neighborhood then the d-Neumann operator in the Euclidean
forms is not compact in the L2 topology o/fi.

metric on (0,1)
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REMARK 1. Catlin (private communication)
has proved that a smooth pseudoconvex domain in C2 with an analytic disc in the boundary has noncompact
<9-Neumann operator. Domains of this kind do not satisfy Condition P of [CA2].

REMARK 2. Bell and Boas [BB] have shown that if fi is complete Reinhardt
and smooth, then fi satisfies Condition R. Thus the theorem provides us with
easy examples of domains satisfying Condition R yet with noncompact d-Neumann
operator. We also mention the very nice [HPB] which contains related results.
REMARK 3. N. Salinas has constructed a proof (private communication) that
the d-Neumann operator of the bidisc is noncompact. He uses rather sophisticated
C* algebra techniques which only apply to a product domain.

2. Proof of the Theorem.
For simplicity we give the proof on the bidisc and
indicate afterward the necessary modifications for the general result.

Let

¿3 = {ceC:|c|<l}

and

^(c) = ^j3-±±çi.

Then
\\<Pj\\li(d) = 1,

all y = 1,2,...

.

Define forms
o¡j(zi,z2)

= <pj(zi)dz2-

Then each aj is a ¿9-closed (0,1) form and

IKIU2(DxD)= i/tt.
The canonical solution (i.e., the solution orthogonal

to holomorphic

functions) to

du = aj is
Uj(zi,Z2)

= <P3(zi)z2-

For surely du3 — aj. Also if h is L2 and holomorphic on D x D, then
/

Uj(zi, z2)h(zi, z2) dV(zi, z2)
—c

JD

ipj(zi)

JD

Z2h(zi,Z2)dz2/\dz2

Aitzi Adzi

=0
by the mean value property, since D x D is circular in z2-

Finally,

IKIIz,2(DxD)= \AV2 and Uj±uk if j^k
since DxD is circular in Z\. Thus {uj} has no convergent subsequence in L2(DxD).
This shows that d N is not a compact operator.
Now an easy calculation shows that
Noij = \z2\2(pj(zi)dz2

= Pj-

(Since the harmonic space is void, and daj = 0, we need only check that d p3 = Uj.)
As before, we have HAgjjU^ > Kq > 0 and the Naj are orthogonal. So A is not
compact.
D
REMARK 4. It is interesting to observe that on domains of the form
U = {z:\zi\2

+ \z2\2m <1),

me{l,2,...},
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or even on a domain with an infinitely flat spot, such as
U' = {z:\zi\2+e-1/^2

<l/2},

the forms aj and d-solutions Uj still make sense. Moreover, 11
tij !Iz-2 is uniformly
bounded, as is HqjH/,2. Finally, the Uj are pairwise orthogonal. However, for either
U or U', because of the curvature of the boundary at points (el6,0), it holds that
||u>||l2 -* 0 as j —*oo. So no counterexample
to compactness results. (And, on
both U and U', it is known that A and d N are compact because their domains

satisfy Catlin's Condition P.)
Finally, it is easy to see how our proof for the polydisc can be adapted to get
the full result of the theorem. For such a domain fi, we have (as in the remarks
preceding the statement of the theorem) after permuting coordinates that

3 = ¿3(0,ri) x ■■• x D(0,rn) D fi

2 (D(0,n)\D(0,n\£))

x D(P2,£) x ••• x D{Pn,e) = r

and
¿>fi 2 {(ri,el6)}

x D(P2,£) x ••• x D{Pn,e).

The forms {z{ (¿I2} and functions {z{z2}, when suitably normalized, will be
uniformly bounded in L2 (by comparison with their norms on 3) and bounded
in norm from below by their norms on if. They will be orthogonal since fi is
Reinhardt. Thus, as before, we arrive at a counterexample to compactness.
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